
Newbury Public Library 
Expansion Information

Selectboard Presentation - July 22, 2019



Road to Expansion
• 2013 - the town voted YES to provide $7,500 for a library 

consultant to help the Trustees build a long-term strategic plan 
with measurable goals.


• 2016 - the town voted YES to a $50K warrant article to engage 
architectural discussions and acquire plan renderings.


• 2017 - held focus groups and public meetings to garner 
community feedback on what was desired in an expanded library.


• 2018 - quietly completed the schematic architectural plan, 
renderings and estimating, under budget. More than 20% of the 
approved warrant article funding was returned to the town. 



• Public education and information that is freely available to 
everyone is a cornerstone of democracy.


• Our motto is to bring community together - reducing 
isolation.


• 1 in 4 children in America grow up not learning how to 
read. Literacy changes lives. 


• Hi-Speed Internet access is a crucial service to our 
residents. Creates economic opportunities / supports the 
daily needs of residents.



• The return on investment for a public library varies, but the median ROI 
for public libraries is about 4:1, meaning that the public value created by 
libraries was nearly four times greater than the tax money spent on them. 


• Build future technology skills in the population


• The right resources encourage entrepreneurial activity in our rural setting


• Host small business meetings and social gatherings


• Promote civic engagement for reading, discussions, and collaboration 


• Utilizing the free resources from the library — everything from checking 
out magazines, using technology resources, and receiving free museum 
passes — can save household hundreds of dollars per year.

http://www.ala.org/tools/research/librariesmatter/category/return-investment-roi


Here’s Our Problem
• HVAC system is inefficient and 

hobbling along


• Humidity in our basement storage 
risks collection damage


• Lighting is inefficient and needs 
upgrading


• Roof is due for replacement


• Carpeting/vinyl flooring needs 
replacing


• Walls have not been painted since 
erection


• Reception desk needs repair
$ 378,761.94



Our Difficult Choices

Continue to hold off on 
renovations as we wait 
for a fire station 
proposal that passes.

The Consequences
1. Our renovation needs become 

critical / damage of the collection


2. Our renovation costs and 
expansion costs grow over time


3. As elected officials, we are not 
performing our roles of caring for 
our municipal building 


4. Residents become tax-sensitive 
given the long-debated fire station 
issue


Move forward with 
expansion fundraising 
and warrant article in 
2020.

1. Creates division in town — as if there is 
competition instead of cooperation


2. Residents may be less willing to support 
two or three good proposals due to the 
confusing associated costs


3. We can reduce renovation costs by rolling 
them into new construction. 


4. We don’t have to renovate. We just move 
forward with new construction


5. If funding is secured, costs of construction 
stabilize




Library, Police & Fire
• Three community service 

buildings need new construction.


• No united front to coordinate 
these needs.


• A strong town is a unified town. A 
divisive town is ineffective.


• Suggest that the Selectboard 
consider creating a town 
subcommittee that serves the 
interest of all 3 buildings with a 
unified plan to be brought before 
the voters. 


